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Abstract. Web applications typically employ sanitization functions to
sanitize user inputs, independently whether this input is assumed to be
legitimate, invalid or malicious. When such functions do not work correctly, a web application immediately becomes vulnerable to security
attacks such as XSS. In this paper, we report a combinatorial approach
to analyze XSS vulnerabilities in web applications. Our approach first
performs combinatorial testing where a set of test vectors is executed
against a subject application. If one or more XSS vulnerabilities are
triggered during testing, we analyze the structure of each test vector
to identify XSS-inducing combinations of its parameter model. If an attack vector contains an XSS-inducing combination, then the execution
of this vector will successfully exploit an XSS vulnerability. Identification of XSS-inducing combinations provides insights about which kinds
of user input might still be leverageable for XSS attacks and how to correct the function to provide better security guarantees. We conducted
an experiment in which our approach was applied to four sanitization
functions from the Web Application Vulnerability Scanner Evaluation
Project (WAVSEP). The experimental results show that our approach
can effectively identify XSS-inducing combinations for these sanitization
functions.
Keywords: Combinatorial Testing, XSS, Fault Localization, Security
Testing
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Introduction

Web application security is as important as ever but pervasive ubiquitous computing, bundled with 24/7 network access, makes any connected web application
especially susceptible to attacks. Naturally, injection attacks are remote exploits
which can cause security breaches. Cross-site scripting (XSS) falls into this category and constitutes the third serious vulnerability according to the Open Web
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Application Security Project (OWASP) [22]. We focus on analyzing XSS vulnerabilities where we distinguish between two different types of XSS, namely
reflected XSS and stored XSS. In the former case the web server response contains some data from the corresponding request, while the latter case includes
data stored permanently on the server (e.g., in a database). In line of this work
we are concerned only for reflected XSS vulnerabilities.
In this paper, we apply for the first time a fault-localization technique based
on combinatorial methods to identify one or more combinations of input parameter values that would definitely trigger an XSS vulnerability for a given
system under test (SUT). We refer to these combinations as XSS-inducing combinations or simply inducing combinations. If an XSS attack vector (test vector)
contains an inducing combination, then the execution of this test vector against
the SUT will successfully exploit an XSS vulnerability. The identification of inducing combinations provides important information about why an input filter
fails to sanitize a malicious vector, which in turns helps to make necessary corrections.
Note that this is different from traditional fault localization, which is aimed
at identifying the location of a fault in the source code. Sanitization functions
are typically employed in web applications to sanitize invalid or malicious user
inputs. XSS vulnerabilities, if they exist, are in most cases contained in these
sanitization functions, which are mostly simply referred to as filters. Thus, the
location of an XSS vulnerability in the source code is typically considered known
or not difficult to be identified. However, designing and implementing rigorous
and secure input filters is a very complicated and challenging task [1]. In particular, when an input filter does not work as expected, it could be difficult for one
to understand why it does not work and how to correct a vulnerable filter. The
results of this paper enhance the capabilities of security testers to design better
attack models for web applications but at the same time guide the developers
on how to improve the filtering mechanisms met in such applications.
In Section 2 we describe related work for web application security testing
and fault localization techniques. Sections 3 and 5 reviews past achievements
on combinatorial testing for web security testing and fault localization methods, respectively, that relate to this work. Section 4 discusses the test execution
method used in this work. In Section 6 we present our methodology for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities using combinatorial based fault localization methods.
An experimental evaluation that validates our approach is given in Section 7.
Finally, Section 8 concludes the work and discusses directions for future work.

2

Related Work

In this section, we describe related works with respect to fault localization approaches for combinatorial testing and security testing frameworks devoted to
XSS detection. For a systematic literature review on research devoted to XSS we
refer to [12] while for important contributions in combinatorial testing and fault
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localization that relate to the work presented in this paper we refer to Sections
3 and 5, respectively, and cited references there in.

Web Application Security Testing Frameworks Security testing is meant
to support vulnerability detection, and for this task several approaches and tools
have been developed in the past. In the following, we depict the most important
of them. A comparison of several penetration testing tools is given in [7] and
[15]. The authors of these works compare commercial as well as open source
penetration testing tools by testing several web applications. Security testing
tools incorporating fuzzing techniques have been presented in [20], [5] and [6].
The authors of the last two works apply evolutionary approaches and learning in
order to detect potential vulnerabilities. Even though these works add towards
test automation, complete automation of the security testing process remains a
very active challenge. Recent works on XSS vulnerability detection include unit
testing methods that can detect XSS vulnerabilities which cannot be found by
static analysis tools [16] and attack patterns for black-box security testing of
web applications [19].
It is evident that even though a lot of works have been devoted to XSS
vulnerability detection very few of them focus on analyzing these vulnerabilities
and even fewer correlate malicious vectors with sanitizing functions.

Fault Localization Techniques based on Combinatorial Methods Combinatorial testing has been shown to be a very effective testing strategy [13]. A
t-way combinatorial test set is designed to detect failures that are triggered by
combinations involving no more than t parameters. After a failure is detected,
the next task is to identify the fault that causes the failure. The problem of
fault localization can be divided into two sub-problems: 1) Identifying failureinducing combinations. A combination is failure-inducing or simply inducing if
its existence in a test causes the test to fail. 2) Identifying actual faults in the
source code. A fault is a code defect that can be an incorrect, extra, or missing
statement. As explained in Section 1, we are mainly interested in identifying
XSS-inducing combinations. Thus, in the following, we will focus on existing
approaches to identify failure inducing combinations.
Two techniques, called FIC and FIC BS [24], take as input a single failed
test from a combinatorial test set, and identify as output a minimal inducing
combination that causes the test to fail. The main idea of the two techniques
consists of changing, in a systematic manner, the parameter values in the failed
test. A parameter value is considered to be involved in an inducing combination
if changing it to a different value causes the failed test to pass. It is assumed that
changing a parameter value does not introduce any new inducing combination.
The AIFL technique in [18] first identifies a set of suspicious combinations as
candidates for being inducing. Second, it generates a group of tests for each failed
test. After executing the newly generated tests, combinations which appeared in
the passed tests are removed from the suspicious set. The IterAIFL technique
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is an iterative approach proposed by Wang et al. in [21]. It iteratively generates
and refines suspicious set until it becomes stable.
In our earlier work, we developed a approach called BEN that identifies
suspicious combinations in the same way as AIFL and IterAIFL. However, BEN
produces a ranking of suspicious combinations and focuses on the most suspicious
combinations. Moreover, BEN significantly differs from AIFL and IterAIFL in
the way of generating new tests. A detailed description of BEN is given in Section
5.
Lastly, to the best of our knowledge this is the first work where combinatorial
based fault localization techniques are applied to analyze security vulnerabilities.

3

Combinatorial Testing for Web Security Testing

Combinatorial testing has been successfully applied for testing (critical) software
systems in large organizations [11]. It is an already proven method for blackbox security testing of large-scale web software systems [7], [3], [2] where t-way
testing was applied successfully to XSS detection. In this section, we review
these key contributions in web security testing that are based on combinatorial
methods and are used as a basis for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities via fault
localization methods throughout this paper. For a general treatment of the field
of combinatorial testing we refer the interest reader to the surveys of [4] and
[17].
Throughout this paper, we are uniformly using a strength four (t = 4) test
set against the SUTs for reasons explained later in this section. The underlying
combinatorial model of XSS attack vectors is a refined and extended version
from the works in [7] and [2] and is a form of input parameter model [10]. Its
goal is to discretize the input space to parameters and discrete values so that
these can be given to combinatorial testing tools.
The generated test vectors aim at producing valid JavaScript code when
these are executed against SUTs. A description of parameters that appear in
the input model has briefly been mentioned in [7] and [2], however we give an
excerpt here, for the sake of completeness:
– The JSO (JavaScript Opening Tags) type represents tags that open a JavaScript
code block.
– The WS (white space) type family represents white space characters.
– The INT (input termination) type represents values that terminate the original valid tags (HTML or others).
– The EVH (event handler) type contains values for JavaScript event handlers.
– The PAY (payload) type contains executable JavaScript.
– The PAS (payload suffix) type contains different values that should terminate the executable JavaScript payload (PAY parameter).
– The JSE (JavaScript end tag) type contains different forms of JavaScript
end tags.
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Moreover, this input model is optimized to fit to the employed test execution
method (see Section 4). A suitable metric has been introduced in [2] to assess the
quality of produced combinatorial test sets for XSS detection, called exploitation rate (ER), which measures the proportion of XSS attack vectors that were
successful, e.g. the ones that exploit an XSS vulnerability, per given test set and
SUT.
In particular, past work of ours has revealed that the usage of a 4-way test
set (with constraints) yields satisfactory practical results for web application
security testing and is justified as follows:
– In the majority of our past security testing experiments [2], [3], [7] we have
witnessed that higher strength interaction testing yields better results w.r.t.
exploitation rate. More specifically, we were able to report an increase in
the exploitation rate when moving from 2-way to 3-way and 4-way testing.
Also, in [2] we reported on cases where only a 4-way test set was able to
successfully trigger XSS exploits for specific SUTs but none of the test sets
with weaker t-way coverage properties could.
– In some of our past experiments [7], we have noticed performance issues when
moving from pairwise-testing to higher interaction testing. Depending on the
test execution method (see Section 4) (i.e. used penetration testing tool), the
SUT (i.e. tested HTTP parameter of a web application) and the underlying
operating system, we have seen execution times to vary greatly between
repeated test runs. We further noticed SUTs to become unresponsive, as
well as, increased memory usage. However, we were still able to exploit XSS
vulnerabilities using a 4-way test set.
– An important finding in the post-processing of 2-way test sets used in [3]
was that it revealed a surprising high percentage of 3-way and 4-way combinations covered in the successful XSS attack vectors (per test set and SUT).
These statements are in accordance with a relationship known as interaction
rule in combinatorial testing which is based on empirical data and shows that
most software faults are triggered by a single parameter value, or interactions
between a small number of parameters, generally two to six [14].

4

Penetration Testing Execution Methods

In this section, we provide details about the penetration testing execution method
we have used in our experimental evaluation. We give a detailed description of its
procedure, functionality and test oracle, applicable when testing for XSS vulnerabilities. The described method can be applied to security testing in general, but
in this paper we focus explicitly on penetration testing, e.g. exploiting XSS vulnerabilities, where the main difference (to security testing) relies on the fact that
we initiate the testing procedure once the web applications are installed in an
operational environment. The main difference to conventional penetration testing is that we are not interested in pinpointing where a vulnerability is located
in the source code, but rather to analyze a known vulnerable input field in a web
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application in order to get insights into its structure, i.e. the necessary degree of
interaction to trigger the successful exploitation of an XSS vulnerability.
Test Execution. As test execution environment we used the the Burp Suite 3
which is an integrated platform for performing security testing of web applications. It is widely used by security professionals since it allows to perform many
penetration testing tasks.
In our case the Intruder module of BURP was used to execute our test
vectors. Intruder offers automated customized attacks against web applications,
to identify and exploit all kinds of security vulnerabilities including XSS attacks.
In order to test an SUT we supplied its location (server, port and URL) to
Intruder and also provided the position for the input parameter. Then, our test
set consisting of XSS attack vectors was loaded and executed one by one. The
response (HTML) of the SUT for each test vector was recorded and supplied to
the test oracle in order to determine whether an XSS vulnerability was triggered.
Test Oracle. The usual penetration testing procedure is mostly concerned
with finding which parts of a web application are potentially vulnerable to an
XSS attack. Here, the tester submits a request with user-controlled string in a
HTTP-parameter (e.g. the user enters a string <script> in a search function
and submits the query) and then examines the HTML response page from the
web application whether it contains any part of the submitted string. If there
are no sanitization functions invoked on the input at all, then this input field
is a very probable candidate for having an XSS vulnerability. It is a common
practice in security testing to rely on string matching as the underlying test
oracle which is commonly referred to as reflection oracle. This process is repeated
with all HTTP parameters in a web application. However, the reflection oracle
can not decide whether an identically reflected user input string would actually
be executed by a web browser. Therefore, the reflection oracle decision is not
indicative of the vector actually triggering an XSS vulnerability. Thus, in relation
to the detection of true XSS an oracle relying on reflection alone is not infallible
as it suffers both from false positives and false negatives. In order to determine
if the XSS vulnerability was indeed triggered by a test vector – meaning that
we have a true XSS – the response of the web application needs to be evaluated
under real-world conditions.
This necessary task can be fulfilled by employing a new test oracle, henceforward called the execution oracle. As indicated by the name, this oracle operates
similar to a web browser and evaluates/parses the page response from a web application. The generated test vectors must be designed in such a way that their
behavior is detectable by the execution oracle. Additionally, in the presented
form it must be ensured that this behavior is distinct from normal intended behavior by the SUT, so that we can deduce true XSS by page-parsing anomaly
detection. We have used the XSS Validator extension of BURP to fill the role
3
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of the execution oracle. The inner workings of the Validator are described below in detail. We state an important fact: Under these conditions, every vector
marked as triggering by the execution oracle is indeed a test vector which triggers a true XSS vulnerability exploitation and as such the execution oracle does
not produce false positives. To illustrate this point, consider the test vector
onError=alert(1) which is reflected inside the body tag of an HTML page.
Under the assumption that the web application applies no filtering to the input
then this vector will be reflected without changes in the page response and the
reflection oracle will flag this vector. The execution oracle however, will not flag
this vector because it does not exploit the vulnerability.
An instantiation of the execution oracle can be found in the XSS Validator
4
extension to BURP. This extension enhances the test execution capabilities of
BURP by adding a detection mechanism of triggered XSS vulnerabilities.
The XSS Validator receives the response from the SUT (including the reflected test vector) and renders the HTML. During rendering, JavaScript contained in the website will be executed. When it is detected that JavaScript was
executed which originated from a test vector then this test vector is flagged as
having triggered the XSS vulnerability.
Since the Validator extension comes with its own set of test vectors and
is targeted towards the detection of XSS vulnerabilities triggered by them we
modified the code to use our own test vectors and adapted the detection code
to recognize behavior triggered by them (see Section 6.2 for more details).

5

Fault Localization based on Combinatorial Methods

BEN [8], [9] adopts a spectrum-based fault localization technique and has been
applied to a Siemens test set and two programs i.e., grep and gzip. It leverages
the results of the combinatorial test set and generates the ranking of statements
in terms of their likelihood of being faulty. BEN consists of two major phases:
1) In phase 1, BEN identifies a combination that is very likely to be a failureinducing combination. 2) In phase 2, BEN takes the failure-inducing combination
identified in phase 1 and then produces a ranking of statements in the source
code by analyzing the spectra of the small group of tests.
In this work, we only applied the first phase of BEN because we are not
interested on the ranking of statements in the source code since we are following
a black-box security testing approach. Therefore, we focus solely on the first
phase, identifying failure-inducing combinations. BEN takes the input parameter
model and a t-way combinatorial test set with execution results as input, and
adopts an iterative framework to identify inducing combinations of size t or
larger. At each iteration, BEN analyzes a test set F , which initially is the tway combinatorial test set taken as input. BEN first identifies a set of t-way
suspicious combinations, π, then, ranks them based on their suspiciousness, i.e.,
likelihood to be inducing.
4
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Next, a small set of new tests, F 0 , is generated. If all tests in F 0 that contain a
suspicious combination c are failing, then c is marked as an inducing combination,
and the process stops. Otherwise, all tests in F 0 , will be added to test set F ,
to refine the set of suspicious combinations and their ranking. BEN continues
the two steps, i.e., rank and test generation iteratively until a t-way suspicious
combination is marked as an inducing combination or a stopping condition is
satisfied [9]. In the latter case, no t-way inducing combination is identified, BEN
increases the size of inducing combination, and tries to identify a (t + 1)-way
inducing combination.
Rank generation and test generation are based on two notions, suspiciousness
of a combination and suspiciousness of the environment of a combination. Informally, the environment of a combination consists of other parameter values that
appear in the same test case. The higher the suspiciousness of a combination,
the lower the suspiciousness of its environment, the higher this combination is
ranked. Moreover, new tests are generated for the most suspicious combinations.
Let f be a new test generated for a suspicious combination c. Test f is generated such that it contains c and the suspiciousness of the environment for c is
minimized. If f fails, it is more likely to be caused by c instead of other values
in f .
This process is repeated until an inducing combination is found. Note that
this process must terminate, as a failed test is by definition an inducing combination. Note that if there is a resource limitation, the user can stop the process. The
top-ranked suspicious combination is reported as failure-inducing combination,
in this case.

6

Methodology

In this section, we present our approach for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities using
combinatorial based fault localization methods. Our methodology is comprised
of two parts: First executing XSS attack vectors against SUTs and second identifying one or more combinations of input values that can trigger a successful
XSS exploit. Our utter goal is to map the failure-inducing combinations found to
XSS-inducing combinations. As explained in Sections 4 and 5, respectively, we
used the BURP suite for the first part and the BEN tool for the second. Further,
we discuss below modifications of the BEN tool needed for XSS detection and
also the necessity for a refinement of the attack model.
6.1

Modifications of BEN for XSS Detection

As explained in Section 5, BEN first looks for a t-way inducing combination,
where t is the strength of the initial test set. Since all t-way combinations are
covered by the t-way combinatorial test set, BEN guarantees to identify t-way
inducing combination if such a combination exists. When there is no t-way inducing combination, BEN looks for (t + 1)-way inducing combination that is
covered by the t-way test set.
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For our experiments, we modified BEN to take the size of inducing combination as well as the t-way combinatorial test set. The user can search for an
inducing combination whose size is equal to, greater or less than the strength
of combinatorial test set, t. When the size of inducing combination is equal to
or less than t, BEN could identify inducing combination of a requested size, if
there is any. When the size of inducing combination is greater than the strength
of the combinatorial test set, BEN starts looking for an inducing combination
with the requested size is covered by the test set. In this case, BEN does not
search for t-way inducing combination, although it may exist.
In the test generation step, a set of new tests is generated for a user-specified
number of top-ranked suspicious combinations. Note that the user could specify the number of top-ranked suspicious combinations and the number of tests
generated for each top-ranked combination. The more tests generated, the more
effort it takes to execute them, but the more confidence we have about the identified inducing combinations. Moreover, the bigger the top-ranked set, the more
effort to generate and execute the new tests, but the faster an inducing combination may be identified. This is because if an inducing combination c is included
in the top-ranked set, c is identified to be an inducing combination in the first
iteration. Otherwise, it may take multiple iterations for c to move up into the
top-ranked set.
For our experiments, we configure BEN to generate two tests for each of the
five top ranked suspicious combinations at each iteration. So, at each iteration
maximum 10 new tests will be added to the test set. Note that this is a practical
decision made in consideration with resource constraints.
6.2

Model Refinement

We revised our combinatorial model of XSS attack vectors from [7] and [2] to
fit to the new execution oracle based on the Validator extension of BURP and
to limit the size of the generated 4-way test set (due to the performance issues
mentioned in Section 3), resulting in a significantly more robust and sophisticated test framework able to cast a 100% confidence decision on triggering test
cases. To this end, we changed some parameter values and removed some others
such that the resulting test vectors are in line with the implementation of hooks
in the Validator so we can detect triggering test vectors. Most importantly, we
chose two kinds of values for the payload parameter. One kind contains a call
to the built-in JavaScript alert function while the other defines the src attribute pointing to some predefined and non-existing resource. Both types of
these payloads trigger detectable behavior at runtime by PhantomJS. We have
also verified this kind of JavaScript is not contained in our SUTs used in the
experimental evaluation.

7

Experimental Evaluation

In this section, we conduct an experimental evaluation in order to validate our
methodology for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities.
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7.1

Design of the Experiment

The purpose of the experiment is to have a setup where we can evaluate our
methodology for analyzing XSS vulnerabilities using combinatorial based fault
localization techniques. To this end we choose 4 input fields as SUTs from
WAVSEP, the Web Application Vulnerability Scanner Evaluation Project 5 , version 1.2. WAVSEP is a web application specifically designed to allow testing for
various kinds of XSS exploits, among other vulnerabilities. In contrast with training applications for web application security testing that have been thoroughly
tested in the past [12], WAVSEP offers sophisticated filter mechanisms and the
majority of its SUTs can be tested for XSS vulnerabilities. In the following, we
give details about the chosen input fields.
In particular, we use four input HTTP parameters as SUTs out of the
WAVSEP when testing for XSS vulnerabilities. Each SUT receives over HTTP
one GET parameter which is reflected on the page in different contexts. Also,
the input might optionally be filtered by a SUT specific sanitization function.

SUT ID SUT name
1
Tag2HtmlPageScope
2
Tag2TagStructure
3
Event2TagScope
4
Event2DoubleQuotePropertyScope

reflection site
<body>$input</body>
<input type="text" value="$input">
<img src="$input">
<img src="$input">

We give an description of these four SUTs, below:
SUT 1 This SUT just outputs the received parameter without modifications
into the HTML body tag. Thus, possible exploits could just inject any HTML
tag without having to worry about properly terminating a preceding tag in
the page.
SUT 2 This SUT outputs the received parameter without modifications into
the value attribute of an input tag.
SUT 3 This SUT outputs the received parameter into the src attribute of an
image tag and filters angle brackets.
SUT 4 This SUT outputs the received parameter into the src attribute of an
image tag and filters angle brackets and single quotes.
Test vectors We have employed the ACTS combinatorial test generation tool
[23] for automated test generation of test vectors. The tool is developed jointly
by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology and the University of
Texas at Arlington and currently has more than 1400 individual and corporate
users. In line of this work, we generated a 4-way test set consisting of 6891 test
vectors.
5

https://github.com/sectooladdict/wavsep
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Workflow The test vectors described above were then all executed against all
four SUTs and classified as either triggering an XSS vulnerability or not. Then,
BEN was run on the abstract test set together with the positions of vectors which
did trigger a vulnerability (positive vectors) one time for each SUT. In the first
round BEN searched for 4-way suspicious combinations and produced a set of
recommended tests. These tests were then translated to concrete attack vectors
and executed again. Depending on the result, BEN classified the underlying
suspicious combinations either as inducing (in the case of all recommended tests
succeeding) or not.
In the case that inducing combinations were found, we instructed BEN to
look for lower strength faults to confirm if the fault was a true 4-way fault or
an embedded lower strength fault. In the other case, when not all recommended
tests succeeded, we instructed BEN to look for 5 or 6-way inducing combinations.
7.2

Results and Analysis

Here, we present our evaluation results grouped per analyzed SUT. In particular, we evaluate our findings w.r.t. underlying vulnerabilities and also correlate
failure-inducing combinations with shortcomings in the filter mechanisms.
SUT 1 The initial test execution revealed 24 test vectors to trigger the XSS
vulnerability. All ten recommended tests produced by BEN for 4-way suspicious combinations did not trigger the vulnerability. Therefore, we increased the
strength and searched for 5 and 6-way suspicious combinations. As all eight recommended tests from 6-way suspicious combinations triggered the vulnerability
we arrived at four inducing combinations of strength 6. In Table 1 we show
the composition of these recommended tests and highlight in red the inducing
combinations.
In the table the common structure of the triggering vectors is clearly visible as
they all start with an opening img tag and contain a reference to the predefined
resource. The other components of the inducing combination make sure that the
vector does not contain any interfering characters to ensure that the vector will
be parsed correctly when reflected in the page response.

JSO
<img
<img
<img
<img
<img
<img
<img
<img
Table 1.

WS1 INT WS2 EVH WS3
PAY
WS4 PAS WS5
JSE

   src="invalid"   
\>

   src="invalid"   
’\>

   src="invalid"   


   src="invalid"    <</script>

   src="invalid"   
>

   src="invalid"   
>>

   src="invalid"    </script>">

   src="invalid"    </script>
Recommended tests with embedded 6-way inducing combinations
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Since this SUT applies no filter to the input parameter the final page response
will include the following HTML body when the first recommended test in the
table above is submitted:
<body><img src="invalid"\></body>
This will force the application to load the resource invalid and thus trigger
the XSS vulnerability.
SUT 2 The initial test execution revealed 3 test vectors to trigger the XSS vulnerability. Four out of ten generated recommended tests derived from 4-way suspicious combinations triggered the vulnerability. Because of this we instructed
BEN to search for 5-way inducing combinations. Since all four recommended
tests for 5-way suspicious combinations triggered, we found two inducing combinations. The final recommended tests and inducing combinations are summarized in Table 2.
JSO
WS1 INT WS2
EVH
WS3
PAY
WS4 PAS WS5
"><script>


alert(1)

"><script>

onLoad=
alert(1)

"><script>   

 alert(1)   
"><script>    onError=  alert(1)   
Table 2. Recommended tests with embedded 5-way inducing

JSE
</script>">
</script>">
</script>">
</script>">
combinations

This SUT also does not perform any filtering of the input parameter and
the page response will include the following HTML expression after the first
recommended test from the table above is reflected:
<input type="text" value=""><script>

alert(1)

</script>">">

This vector, as well as the other recommended 5-way tests, triggers the XSS
vulnerability because of the embedded inducing combination. First the value
field and the input tag are terminated and then a new script environment with
the payload is created. Upon rendering the payload inside the script environment
is then executed.
SUT 3 In the initial test execution 228 test vectors triggered the XSS vulnerability. Based on these results, BEN recommended 10 tests using the found
4-way suspicious combinations. All of these tests triggered the vulnerability. We
also instructed BEN to look for 2-way and 3-way suspicious combinations but
none were found. This means that the reported 4-way inducing combinations
are truly 4-way and not lower-strength inducing combinations embedded inside
higher-strength combinations. The recommended tests and the inducing combinations are displayed in Table 3.
As this SUT encodes angle brackets a page response contains the following
HTML part after the first recommended test is reflected:
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JSO
WS1 INT WS2
EVH
WS3
PAY
WS4 PAS WS5 JSE
<<script>
">
onError=
alert(1)
’>
\>
<<script>
">
onError=
alert(1)
’)
\>
<<script>
">
onError=
’alert(1)’
’>
\>
<<script>
">
onError=
’alert(1)’
’)
\>
<script
">
onError=
alert(1)
’)
\>
<script
">
onError=
alert(1)
<
\>
<script
">
onError=
’alert(1)’
’)
\>
<script
">
onError=
’alert(1)’
<
\>
<script>
">
onError=
alert(1)
<
\>
<<script>
">
onError=
alert(1)
<
\>
Table 3. Recommended tests with embedded 4-way inducing combinations

<img src="&lt;&lt;script&gt; "&gt; onError= alert(1) ’&gt; \&gt;">
This vector succeeds in triggering the vulnerability because it contains an inducing combination which first defines the src attribute as "&lt;&lt;script&gt;
" which of course is not a valid image resource. This causes the onError handler
to be called which activates the payload, in this case alert(1).
SUT 4 The initial test execution showed 280 vectors to trigger the XSS vulnerability. As all ten tests recommended by BEN for 4-way suspicious combinations
triggered the vulnerability five inducing combinations were found. As for SUT 3,
we also instructed BEN to look for 2-way and 3-way suspicious combinations but
none were found, meaning that the inducing 4-way combinations are minimal
inducing combinations. The recommended tests can be found in Table 4.
JSO
WS1 INT WS2
EVH
WS3
PAY
WS4 PAS WS5 JSE
"><script>
’;
onError=
alert(1)
’>
\>
’>
onError=
alert(1)
’>
\>
"><script>
"><script>
’>
onError=
alert(1)
’)
\>

onError=
alert(1)
’>
\>
"><script>
"><script>

onError=
alert(1)
’)
\>
"><script>
’>>
onError=
alert(1)
’)
\>
"><script>
’;
onError=
src="invalid"
’>
\>
"><script>
’>
onError=
src="invalid"
’>
\>
"><script>
’>
onError=
src="invalid"
’)
\>
"><script>

onError=
src="invalid"
’>
\>
Table 4. Recommended tests with embedded 4-way inducing combinations

To illustrate how the inducing combinations trigger the vulnerability consider
the example below which shows the first recommended test vector from the above
table reflected in the page response after all angle brackets and single quotes have
been encoded by the SUT.
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<img src=""&gt;&lt;script&gt; &#39;; onError= alert(1) &#39;&gt; \&gt;">
Here the vector succeeds in triggering the vulnerability because it first closes
the src attribute leaving it empty. Since the empty string is not a valid resource
the onError handler is called which in turn calls the alert(1) statement.

8

Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we have presented a combinatorial approach to analyzing XSS
vulnerabilities in web applications. Our approach is based on the notion of XSSinducing combinations. An XSS-inducing combination is a combination of input
parameter values whose appearance in a test vector would definitely result in a
successful triggering of an XSS vulnerability at runtime when executed against
the SUT. Identification of XSS-inducing combinations helps to better understand
the root cause of an XSS vulnerability and provides insights about how to fix
a flawed sanitization function. Our approach is developed based on our earlier
work on applying combinatorial methods to security testing. In particular, our
approach consists of a refinement of a combinatorial model of XSS attack vectors
and a modification of a combinatorial testing-based fault localization method
that are developed in our earlier works. We have reported an experiment in
which our approach is applied to four sanitization functions from WAVSEP.
The experimental results show that our approach can effectively identify XSSinducing combinations and that these combinations provide significant insights
about the inner working of these sanitization functions.
We plan to continue our work in the following three directions. First, we
plan to conduct additional experiments for a more thorough evaluation of our
approach. In particular, we plan to apply our approach to more sanitization
functions that are found in real-life web applications. Second, we plan to apply
our approach to other types of vulnerabilities, e.g., SQL injections. We believe
that the principles embodied in our approach are general, i.e. not limited to
XSS vulnerabilities. Finally, we plan to build a software tool that automates
our approach with the goal to make our approach accessible to web application
developers.
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